
An Inconvenient History 

 

~~~ 

The history given here will not always align, to any degree, to the history one is typically taught in 
school and on television…. 

Because life-forms and languages evolve in the same manner, just as Human tongues were traced 

back to their ultimate origins in QUEST FOR A MOTHERTONGUE we can perform a similar linguistic 
trace-back to see what can be gleaned of our actual history. 

Another consequence of this sort of trace-back is a notable similarity to several major “religious” 
concepts including various numeralogical aspects and aspects relating to the creation of Earth and 

of human beings.  Because of this, we can see that these concepts seen in the Bible and other 
religious works should be older than would be implied by those works.  Not only that, but the 

persistence of these concepts may also mean that they are based on Reality (although 
metaphorically). 

Strap in….  This could become a bumpy ride! 

 In the Beginning…. 

The seven-day tale of creation of everything in our Universe, as told in the Bibilical Genesis, is 

practically infamous in present-day civilized societies.  But, is Genesis, its tales of beginnings, and 
the Bible at large, really as fantastical as contemporary scholars like to contend nowadays, or is 
there, somewhere in those words, some hints of Truth after all? 

First things first:  The Bible CANNOT be read literally – Jesus says as much himself.  The aspects 
written about in the Bible are all allegorical, and are as metaphors meant to attempt description of 
phenomena that were far beyond the writers’ comprehension when they were alive. 

Understanding that, one can then flesh out what Biblical passages are truly saying. 

We can begin with Genesis chapter 1:  The “Elohim” (in Ancient Hebrew = “the gods” – NOT god in 

the singular, and not even God in particular) create the “heavens” and “earth,” where this “earth” is 

“without form” and “void.”  The spirit(s) of the Elohim pass over the “face of the deep.”  What is 
being said, here? 



The “heavens” are the Universe, and “earth” – given that it ties into our Earth soon enough – is likely 

the Earth as it was when it was first formed.  The terms “without form” and “void” are found 
elsewhere in the Bible, where it implies the Earth has been rendered nearly lifeless; this makes 

sense, here, because life has yet to arise on Earth at this time.  Finally, the “face of the deep,” 
especially in tandem with the Elohim dividing Earth’s “waters” later on, implies Earth began as a 
very pelagic world – no land, just deep, dark ocean across the whole of the planet’s surface. 

What has Science determined of Earth’s formation, currently?  It formed as a barren world, 

uninhabitable, and – notably – covered kilometers deep in a global ocean prior to the Moon-forming 
event.  Seems to jive closely with Genesis, after all. 

In the Japonic “Way of the Gods,” it is even mentioned that Earth formed within a formless, 

heavenly cloud – in other words, a nebular cloud (in accordance with modern scientific 
understanding). 

The general progression of the Seven Days of Creation go as follows: 

>Day 1 – Creation of the Universe and Earth, creation of “light” (photons?  The CMB?), and the 
definition of “day” and “night” via that “light” (these “days” and “nights” are NOT literal!  These are 
metaphorical “place-holders” for what the authors were really attempting to express here). 

>Day 2 – Earth’s “waters” are divided (in the Enuma Elish, this act amounts to a planetary impact 

event that shaves half of Earth’s volatile mass off of it, and all but obliterates Earth’s satellite at that 
time, casting it into the Solar System likely as a large number of the asteroids and comets). 

>Day 3 – The Earth’s remaining “waters” are gathered into one place (called the “sea”), and the first 
“land” is made to appear (also occurring in one place).  The first “plants” (metaphorically; this is 

likely an encompassing term meant to include sessile animals, fungi, as well as the plants 
themselves) are brought into being. 

>Day 4 – The stars are made (or, more probably, they can finally be seen from Earth), as well as a 

“greater light” to “rule the day” and a “lesser light” to “rule the night” (the “day” and “night” 

mentioned here are likely the literal Earthly days and nights, though they might not have been the 
length they are today; the “greater light” is assumed to be the Sun and the “lesser light” the Moon, 

but the Bible seems purposefully abstract here – the former might be the Sun, but I suspect, with 
congruency to other solar creation lore worldwide, the latter is not, in fact, the Moon but a failed 
star of some kind). 

>Day 5 – “Moving creatures” are created, including fish and other aquatic creatures, “moving” 
creatures (presumably, primitive land-lubbers and amphibians), and all animals capable of flight. 

>Day 6 – “Living creatures” are created, including cattle (more likely, domesticated species), 
“creepy-crawlies,” and all wild animals; finally, mankind is created after the likeness of their divine 
creators. 

>Day 7 – The Sabbath; all of Creation is complete, and the Elohim rest from their work.  Take 

particular notice that this day is the only one where “…and the evening and the morning…” is never 
used; there may be a very important reason for this. 

How does this progression compare to modern-day scientific understanding of the history of the 
Universe as we know it?  Surprisingly well, as a matter of fact…. 



Life on Earth began with microscopic organisms (cannot be seen with unaided eye, hence why they 

are not noted in the Bible outright), but the first multicellular organisms, that can be seen with the 
naked eye, took a sessile form generally resembling that of typical plant species.  From there, 

aquatic creatures including fish and their evolutionary ancestors and relatives arose followed by 
primitive land-lubbers and amphibians; contemporary with the fish were the protostomes that 

comprise the majority of Earth’s invertebrate clades.  From there, “greater” animals evolved such as 
dinosaurs, mammals, and ultimately the lineage that gave rise to Us Humans; contemporary to 
these are the arthropods and crustaceans along with their relatives. 

Of course, we must also take heed to the apparent “inconsistencies” to what is normally taught by 

Science:  How was it that life evolved to the level of sessile animals and plants before there was 
even a sun to give light to this “early” Earth?  What were these “fowl that may fly,” that evolved 

contemporaneously with fish and amphibians (birds’ genes tell that they evolved from dinosaurs, 
which should have evolved after the amphibians)?  Why are arthropods positioned in the Biblical 

evolutionary line so late, when mainstream understanding holds that they should have long 
preceeded the fish and amphibians?  The fact that the Bible speaks in allegory is a helpful clue to 
resolving these seeming paradoxes. 

The fact that the Seven Days of Creation are NOT referring to literal Earth-days (except as noted 

within the Fourth Day) is a smoking gun when one realizes that the Maya also make use of a base-
seven means of illustrating their version of the history of the Universe – see the pyramid-shaped 
visual on page 1 of this chapter. 

This “Pyramid of the Universe” diagram makes use of all the Maya’s most sacred numbers:  1, 6, 7, 9, 

10, and 13.  There are nine levels (with a “temple” atop it comprising a final “tenth” level), each with 
13 “bricks” comprising them.  There are seven “days” and six “nights” comprising those 13 bricks. 

Here, we see why the Bible never used “…and the evening and the morning…” on that final, seventh, 

“Day.”  Six pairs of “evening and morning” gives 12, and the Sabbath gives 13.  The progression of 
Universal evolution can also, now, be attempted at: 

 Hab… Alau… Kinch… Kalab… Piktun Bak… Katun Tun Winal 

1st “Big Bang” Tiamat? K/T…. Ice Age Eruption? “Schism”? Civ. Ruin?   

1st Matter from 
energy 

 Earth? Ice-Age 
Earth…. 

Earth as 
We know 
it…. 

Society as 
We know 
it…. 

Industrial 
Revolution 

“Internet 
Age” 
begins…. 

“SHTF” 
begins…. 

2nd 1st “Earth” 1st land…. Pangaea?   1st 
empire…? 

2nd 
empire…? 

3rd 
empire…? 

“Global” 
empire…? 

2nd          

3rd 1st life…. Eukaryotes….        

3rd 1st 
macroscopic 
life 

Ediacaran 
fauna? 

Flowers…. Ice-Age 
plants 

Tame 
plants 
(farming) 

    

4th 1st stars 2nd stars 3rd stars 4th stars 5th stars 6th stars 7th stars 8th stars 9th stars 

4th Saturn? Kingu? Sol? Moon? Nibiru?   Satellites….  

5th 1st “motile” 
life 

Cambrian 
Explosion? 

Mammalian 
explosion 

Ice-Age 
animals 

Tame 
animals 

    

5th  Invertibrates        

6th 1st “higher” 
life 

Paleozoic 
life…? 

Hominins Humans “Modern” 
Humans 

    

6th “First Ones” ChiTa’uri? Prehumans Aryans?     Awakening 

7th End Hab… End Alau... End Kinch End Kalab End Pik… End Bak… End Kat… End Tun End Win… 



The events in each slot are very abbreviated, and in some cases come with a great uncertainty as to 

their True description (even to the point of being left blank).  Going from left to right, each 13-brick 
level is 20x smaller in time-span (in Earth-days) than the level immediately to its left.  The last 

notable level, “Winal,” is composed of 13 bricks of 20 days each.  This gives a Universal timeline that 
is over 16 billion years long, in all.  I have also added a number of “new” events, as fitting, according 

to Ancient lore found worldwide (like the presence of Tiamat, intelligent reptilians, and several 
“make-overs” of our Solar System). 

These things will come in handy as we progress…. 

 …there was the Word. 

A chronology of the Universe may be further enhanced through linguistic analyses. 

Beginning with the Universe, words pertaining to it – “heaven,” “sky,” and “land of the gods” – are 
given by the World’s well-known tongues as follows: 

“Heaven” “Sky” (Land of the Gods…) 

Germ. = *hemmelaz; Lat. = caelis; Swa. = 
anga; Yor. = ojú ọ ̀ run; Lak. = maȟpíya tȟó; 

Bas. = zerura; Sum. = ziggura; Geor. = tsa; 
Gr. = ouranós; Wel. = awyr. 

Ar. = samāʾ; Heb. = šâmayim; Cop. = t-pe; 
Ber. = ažənna; Oj. = giizhig; Cher. = galvloi; 

Tur. = gök; Kor. = haneul; Jap. = sora; Viet. = 
trời; Tah. = ra’i; Mao. = rangi; Swa. = 

uwingu; Kon. = zulu; Zul. = izulu; Nav. = yá; 
Tam. = vaanam; Tel. = ningi; Yuc. = ka’an; 

Yor. = ọ ̀ run; Ai. = nisor; Man. = tiān; Lak. = 
maȟpíya; Thai. = fáa; Fin. = taivas; Hung. = 

ég; Nah. = iluicatl; Hop. = tokpela; PIE = 
*deywom. 

Sum. = nibiru; Eg. = du’at; Nor. = asgard; Gr. 
= eluseion.  Nah. = aztlan. 

Similarly-coloured words here exhibit notably similar formats across the languages listed.  From 
this, three Dan-Kadan proto-forms may be created:  *ǂhenḳa, *ṇq’ëḍa, *dank||a(ḍ/da). 

The “Earth” is next up; here, “earth” and “water” will be compared as the Bible (and other holy 
epics) tell of the Earth apparently beginning out as a big ball of water: 

“Water” “Earth” 

Ar. = māʾ; Heb. = mayim; Cop. = p-moou; Ber. = aman; Oj. = nibi; 
Cher. = ama; Tur. = su; Mong. = suu; Kor. = mul; Jap. = mizu; Khm. = 

tɨk; Viet. = nước; Tag. = tubig; Mao. = wai; Swa. = maji; Kon. = 
maza; Zul. = amanzi; Nav. = tó; Tam. = nīr; Yuc. = ha’; Germ. = 

*wator; Lat. = aqua; Gr. = hudōr; Yor. = omi; Ai. = wakka; Niv. = 
cʰaχ; Man. = shuǐ; Lak. = mní; Thai. = náam; Hung. = víz; Fin. = vesi; 

Nah. = atl; Hop. = paahu; Bas. = ur; Que. = unu. 

Ar. = ʾarḍ; Heb. = ʾereṣ; Cop. = p-kah; Ber. = šař; Oj. = aki; Cher. = 
elohino; Tur. = toprak; Mong. = topurak; Kor. = heulg; Jap. = tsuchi;  

Khm. = dəy; Viet. = đất; Tag. = lupa; Mao. = whenua; Swa. = 
udongo; Kon. = n’toto; Zul. = umhlaba; Nav. = nahosdzáán; Tam. = 

maṇ; Yuc. = luum; Germ. = *erþō; Lat. = terra; Gr. = khthon; Yor. = 
ile ̀ ; Ai. = toytoy; Niv. = mif; Man. = dìqiú; Lak. = makȟá; Thai. = din; 

Hung. = por; Fin. = pöly; Nah. = tlali; Hop. = tutskwa; Bas. = lur; 
Que. = allpa. 

Highlighted forms can be used to formulate a number of Dan-Kadan proto-forms for both words:  

*mā, *māḍ(a), *māḅ(a); *na, *naḅ(a), *nak||a; *wæ, *wæk|a, *wæḍ(a); *da, *dan(a), *danḍ(a).  The 
first of each of these forms means “water,” while at least one of the next two forms generally means 
“land” or “earth.” 

Before we move on, I wish to address an outstanding word-form that almost exclusively has the 

meaning of “earth” or “land”:  *ʔaɫḍ(a) >> *ʔaɫḍaḍ(a), which might have the root *ʔaɫ(a) = ‘divine’ 
and/or ‘wise’ and/or ‘corrupt.’  Potential daughter-word examples of *ʔaɫ(a) include:  Heb. ‘elọhīm; 
Ar. ‘allah; Gr. aloe; Lat. ultus, albus; Eng. old, ale, ill, elf.  This may also be an “Auxiliary” form. 



I will now skip to the end, to consider an intriguing relation found in PIE concerning “earth” and 

“human.”  In the same vein, I will also need to look into “eye” given the forms certain languages 
have for this word. 

“Earth” “Human” “Eye” 

Ar. = ʾarḍ; Heb. = ʾereṣ; Cop. = p-kah; Ber. = 
šař; Oj. = aki; Cher. = elohino; Tur. = toprak; 

Mong. = topurak; Kor. = heulg; Jap. = tsuchi; 
Khm. = dəy; Viet. = đất; Tag. = lupa; Mao. = 

whenua; Swa. = udongo; Kon. = n’tọtọ; Zul. = 
umhlaba; Nav. = nahosdzáán; Tam. = maṇ; 

Yuc. = luum; Germ. = *erþō; Lat. = terra; Gr. 
= khthon; Yor. = ile ̀ ; Ai. = toytoy; Niv. = mif; 

Man. = dìqiú; Lak. = makȟá; Thai. = din; 
Hung. = por; Fin. = pöly; Nah. = tlali; Hop. = 

tutskwa; Bas. = lur; Que. = allpa. 

Ar. = ʾinsān; Heb. = ʾənōš; Cop. = p-rōme; Oj. 
= anishinaabe; Cher. = yvwi; Tur. = kişi; 

Mong. = kishi; Kor. = saram; Jap. = ningen; 
Viet. = người; Tag. = tao; Mao. = tangata; 

Swa. = mtu; Kon. = muntu; Zul. = umuntu; 
Nav. = diné; Tam. = maṉitaṉ; Yuc. = maak; 

Germ. = *wulkaz; Lat. = humanus; Gr. = 
anthrōpọs; Yor. = ènìyàn; Ai. = aynu; Niv. = 

ɲivx; Man. = rén; Lak. = wičháša; Thai. = 
khon; Hung. = ember; Fin. = ihminen; Nah. = 

tlacatl; Hop. = hopi; Bas. = gizaki. 

Ar. = ʿayn; Heb. = ʿayin; Cop. = eiat; Ber. = 
ŧit’t’; Oj. = shkiinzhig; Cher. = agadoli; Tur. 

= göz; Mong. = köz; Kor. = nun; Jap. = me; 
Khm. = pnɛɛk; Viet. = mắt; Tag. = mata; 

Mao. = karu; Swa. = jicho; Kon. = disu; Zul. = 
iso; Nav. = anááʼ; Tam. = kaṇ; Yuc. = ich; 

Germ. = *agan; Lat. = oculus; Gr. = 
ophthalmos; Yor. = ojú; Ai. = sik; Niv. = ɲaχ; 

Man. = yǎnjing; Lak. = ištá; Thai. = taa; 
Hung. = szem; Fin. = silmä; Nah. = ixtli; Hop. 

= poosi('at); Bas. = begi; Que. = ñawi. 

There are two notable forms, which imply a particular transition from “water” to “human”: 

>*mā (water), *māḍa (earth), *māḍḍa (eye), *māṇḍa (human). 

>*da (water), *dan (earth), *danḍa (eye), *danḳa (human). 

>*ʔa (water), *ʔaḳa (earth), *ʔaḳaḍa (eye), *ʔaḳanḍa (human).  Might be an Auxiliary form…. 

Then, there is the following…: 

>*po (water), *poḍa (earth), *poḳa (eye), *ḳapoḍa (human). 

And, then there is this… (also, perhaps, Auxiliary): 

>*ʔaɫa (light), *ʔaɫaḳa (deity), *ʔaɫaḳaḍa (earth); *ʔaɫḅa (divine), *ʔaɫḅak||a (earth); *ʔaɫḳədana (land of the gods). 

If these forms are actually interrelated, then what are the implications here?  Keep that in mind as 
we carry onto the other animals. 

Specific living things are noted in Genesis, during the Seven Days of Creation, and a number of them 
are ranked high on the Swadesh List.  Below are a majority of these words: 

>ANIMAL:  Heb. = ħayyâ; Cop. = p-tᵊvnē; Oj. = awakaan; Cher. = ganatlai; Tur. = hayvan; Jap. = kemono; Viet. = thú; Mao. = kararehe; Nav. = 
naaldeehii; Yuc. = ba'alche'; Niv. = ŋa; Lak. = wamákȟaškaŋ; Bas. = abere; Lat. = animalia; Gr. = zoön; Germ. = *wihta; Fin. = eläin. 

>FISH:  Heb. = dâğ; Ber. = asřəm; Oj. = giigoonh; Cher. = atsadi; Tur. = balık; Jap. = uo; Viet. = cá; Mao. = ika; Nav. = łóóʼ; Yuc. = kay; Niv. = 

ʧʰo; Man. = yú; Lak. = họǧáŋ; Thai. = plaa; Bas. = arrain; Lat. = piscis; Gr. = ikhthus; Germ. = *fiskaz; Fin. = kala. 

>BIRD:  Heb. = ṣippór; Ber. = ažđ’iđ’; Oj. = binesi; Cher. = tsisqua; Tur. = kuş; Jap. = tori; Viet. = chim; Mao. = manu; Nav. = tsídii; Yuc. = 

ch'iich'; Niv. = pɨjŋa; Man. = niǎọ; Lak. = ziŋtkála; Thai. = nók; Bas. = txori; Lat. = avis; Gr. = ornithos; Germ. = *fuglaz; Fin. = lintu. 

>DOG:  Heb. = kelev; Ber. = ayđi; Oj. = anim; Cher. = gitli; Tur. = köpek; Jap. = inu; Viet. = chó; Mao. = kurī; Nav. = łééchąąʼí; Yuc. = peek'; Niv. 
= qan; Man. = gǒu; Lak. = šúŋka; Thai. = mǎa; Bas. = txakur; Lat. = canis; Gr. = kuon; Germ. = *hundan; Fin. = koira. 

>SNAKE:  Heb. = nâħâš; Ber. = fiɣā’; Oj. = ginebig; Cher. = inadv; Tur. = yılan; Jap. = hebi; Viet. = rắn; Mao. = neke; Nav. = tłʼiish; Yuc. = kan; 

Niv. = tɕavda; Man. = shé; Lak. = zuzéča; Thai. = ŋuu; Bas. = suge; Lat. = serpens; Gr. = ekhinos; Germ. = *slango; Fin. = käärme. 

>TREE:  Heb. =  ʿéṣ; Cop. =  p-šēn; Oj. = mitig; Cher. = tsaligu; Tur. = ağaç; Jap. = ki; Viet. = cây; Mao. = rākau; Nav. = tsin; Yuc. = che'; Niv. = 
ʨiɣr; Man. = shù; Lak. = čháŋ; Thai. = tọn maːj; Bas. = zuhaitz; Lat. = arbor; Gr. = dendron; Germ. = *baumiz ; Fin. = puu. 

The predominant forms for each word above are:  *ʕaṇəḳa (animal); *daḳa (fish); *daḳḍa (bird); 
*ḳadanḅa (dog); *dank||an (snake); *danḅaḍhan (tree).  Note that the above, except animal, derive 

from *da = ‘water.’  Of special note, though, are the alternate forms for fish (*ʔaşţəḅa) and bird 
(*ʔaşţəḍa), from *ʔaşţa = ‘star.’  More intriguing relations to ponder…. 



Bringing the above Dan-Kadan forms together, one can compose a tale that may help illuminate 
Earth’s True history: 

>The Earth began as a pelagic world, with no land and a global ocean many miles deep.  Through 
some process, the first land was made (there was a single landmass; the first “supercontinent,” 
essentially).  This primordial earth may also be referred to as “Tiamat.”  

>The relation of “eye” to “earth” can imply the following:  An eyeball is a spheroid, thus the Earth by 

extension is a spheroid.  The eye has a hollow portion inside it, implying the Earth may have 
something similar, and the eye also has an opening into that hollow part, also implying the Earth 

may have something similar; Earth’s outer core, given that no S-waves can penetrate into it 
(implying a fluid), may end up being filled with air instead of iron-rich liquid, and the entrance to it 

may exist in Antarctica.  Or, this relation exists because we can only perceive the World around us 
through our eyes and thus the World itself only really exists in our own mind.  It is possible more 
than one of these options comprises the Truth. 

>Plants and other sessile eukaryotes were the first multicellular creatures to arise on Earth, 

followed by the first motile animals (including fish, which inhabit the water).  The first land-lubbers 
(arthropods and amphibians), and the first flying creatures (likely insects), arose from these first 

motile animals.  From amphibians came reptiles (the ancestors of dinosaurs and thus birds), and 
then mammals (from which arose the hominids). 

>Fish and birds have a secondary aspect:  Both relate to “star.”  Could the archaic agnathans and 
arthropods have been modified by extraterrestrials from a form that had existed on Earth prior?  

Perhaps the evolution of motility in animals (the first fish evolved from the motile larvae of archaic 
Tunicates, which themselves are normally sessile), and flight in insects (insects do not “fly” like 

other flying animals do, but instead “hover” using a unique wing structure that may actually 
produce an antigravity effect), were coaxed into being by artificial means. 

>The dog is intimately related to humanity, both in etymology and in reality.  The dog Truly was the 
first animal to be fully domesticated by early humans. 

>The snake is an awkward entity.  Its etymology may imply it is not entirely of this Earth, or, 

equally, it is referring to an intelligent species that evolved from archaic serpents that have since 

become extraterrestrials.  Entity names found in holy accounts, like Seraphim and chiTa’uri, appear 
to etymologically relate to words meaning ‘serpent’ found in completely different languages such as 
Latin (serpens) and Navajo (tłʼiish), implying these beings are also reptilian in their True nature. 

>The first Humans were dark-skinned, similar in tone to the hue of Earth’s soil.  The major 
differences in skeletal attributes between the Humans (no prominent brow, a chin, language 

capability, no occipital bun, prominent forehead, gracile bones, barrel-shaped ribcage) and their 

hominin ancestors (prominent brow, no chin, limited/no language capability, an occipital bun, 
sloped forehead, robust bones, funnel-shaped ribcage) implies the likelihood that artificial 

modification was also at play; Humans also possess vestigial webbing between their fingers and 
toes (not present in chimpanzees), and Human babies can instinctively hold their breath as well as 

swim in water (also not present in chimps), implying a further, aquatic evolution of some kind may 
have taken place somewhere between chimps and humans. 

>A number of “divine homelands” exist(ed) over the ages; at least one of them was another planet 
entirely (Nibiru…), and one of these homelands might also have been Mars for a time. 



How accurate might these relations be, though?  The above etymological relations appear to have a 

good congruence with the religious relations, but that necessarily does not mean these things are all 
based in fact off-hand. 

However, notable aspects in religion and linguistics have been shown to have basis in scientific 

reality:  The evolution of multicelled eukaryotes from sessile plants and animals to mobile fishes 
and invertebrates, to land-lubbers, to more “advanced” lines was encoded all this time 

metaphorically within Genesis.  Science has recently been showing that the primordial Earth was 

most likely a pelagic world, something encoded allegorically within ancient lore of several 
“primitive” cultures. 

Proper understanding of these things thus allows one to fill in gaps that Science is currently 

unwilling to itself.  For example, repeated mention of intelligent reptiles that thrived long before the 
time of Humans is something that, likely, is also a scientific reality yet to be truly made so. 

We can then carry this onward to other relations that may exist in both scripture and language. 

Aside from Nibiru, Elysium, Asgard, and Aztlan, there are also Hyperborea, Atlantis, and the 
“Underworld” mentioned almost globally. 

>Nibiru is the Sumerian name for the world the Annunaki called home.  It was translated as “home 
of the gods” by Sitchen (ni-biru), and it is a large celestial body with a 3,600-year orbit around the 

Sun.  The Annunaki came to Earth to mine its gold, so that Nibiru’s atmosphere could be restored if 
only partially.  Intriguingly, nubia is the Egyptian word for “golden” (*dabaw in Semitic) which has a 

visual similarity in form to the nibi of ‘Nibiru.’  There is also a hint of similarity between Nibiru and 
Nephilim, where in this case nephi in Hebrew might be related to PIE *nebhos = ‘cloud/sky.’  In a 

multi-lingual “double-entendre,” Nibiru may also mean ‘golden world’ or, equally, ‘celestial body.’  
Nibiru may even be the same world as Niflheim (literally, “house of fog”) in Norse mythology. 

>Atlantis and Aztlan also show an intriguing similarity in form to each other, and may also 
ultimately refer to the same homeland.  This time, though, we may be looking at a vast mothership 

that spent some time on Earth – if we allegorically interpret Homer’s account of Atlantis as such.  
Another land, Hybrasil of Irish lore, may be the exact same mothership, also based on the accounts 

of it by the Celts.  The as of ‘Asgard’ may also be the same root as az of ‘Aztlan,’ which might then 

imply these two “lands” are one and the same; Atlantis is derived from the Titan named Atlas, but 
Atlas in itself might also ultimately relate, and if so then Asgard, Aztlan, Atlantis, and Hybrasil are 
likely one and the same. 

>Hyperborea is the Greek name for the land that existed, theoretically, far to the north.  However, 
several Eurasiatic cultures had made mention of such a land as well.  Early polar explorers also 

made mention of unknown lands located to the north, but it is also possible that most, if not all, of 

these sightings are the result of optical illusions that tend to be common in the cold, high arctic (and 
antarctic, for that matter).  Just as there may be secret goings-on deep in Antarctica, involving 

“holes” into an “inner-earth” (among, potentially, other things), there may also be similarly secret 
things happening in Greenland (the only other land on Earth with a permanent icesheet). 

Alternatively, some of these “divine” homelands may be the Earth but as it is in one of the other 

phase-shifted versions of our Universe.  The Underworld, in particular, may be a striking example of 
this.  More divine realms may reside on higher-frequencies, while “evil” sits in the lowest bands. 



Lastly, Human evolution has a fair deal of inconvenient truths to it.  This is laid bare in the 
etymologies concerning Mankind. 

There are four primary races of Man:  Red, Yellow, White, and Black. 

“White” “Black” “Yellow” “Red” 

Germ. = *hwītaz, *wlitaz, 
*alfaz; Lat. = albus; Grk. 

= leukos, argos; Fin. = 

valkea; Hung. = feher; 

Turk. = ak; Ar. = ʔábyaḍ; 

Heb. = lâvân; Ojib. = 

waabishki; Viet. = trắng; 

Tah. = ‘uọ’uọ; Maọ. = mā; 

Sund. = bodas; Swa. = -
eupe; Zul. = mhlophe; 

Yuc. = sak; Nahtl. = iztac; 

Hop. = qöötsa; Quech. = 

yuraq; Jap. = shiro; Kor. = 

hui-; Lak. = ská, sáŋ; 

Mand. = bái; Thai. = 

khǎaw. 

Germ. = *swartaz; Lat. = 
*negros; Grk. = melas; 

Fin. = musta; Hung. = 

fekete; Turk. = kara; Ar. 

= ʔaswad; Heb. = šâħór; 

Ojib. = makade; Viet. = 

đen; Tah. = ‘ere’ere; Maọ. 

= mangu; Sund. = 

hideung; Swa. = -eusi; 
Zul. = mnyama; Yuc. = 

boox; Nahtl. = tliltic; 

Hop. = qömvi; Quech. = 

yana; Jap. = kuro; Kor. = 

geom-; Lak. = sápa; 

Mand. = hēi; Thai. = dam. 

Germ. = *gelwaz; Lat. = 
croceus; Grk. = xanthos; 

Fin. = keltainen; Hung. = 

sarga; Turk. = sarı; Ar. = 

ʔáṣfar; Heb. = ṣâhóv; Ojib. 

= ozaawi; Viet. = vàng; 

Tah. = re’are’a; Maọ. = 

kowhai; Sund. = koneng; 

Swa. = manjano; Zul. = -
ncombo; Yuc. = k’an; 

Nahtl. = coztic; Hop. = 

sikyà(ngpu); Quech. = 

qillu; Jap. = ki; Kor. = 

norah-; Lak. = zí; Mand. = 

huáng; Burm. = wà; Thai. 

= lʉ̌aŋ. 

Germ. = *reudaz; Lat. = 
ruber, rūfus; Grk. = 

eruthros, purrhos; Fin. = 

punainen; Hung. = vörös, 

piros; Turk. = kızıl; Ar. = 

ʔáħmar; Heb. = ʔâðóm; 

Ojib. = misko; Viet. = đỏ; 

Tah. = ‘ura; Maọ. = 

whero; Sund. = beureum; 
Swa. = -ekundu; Zul. = -

bomvu; Yuc. = chak; 

Nahtl. = chichiltic; Hop. = 

paalà(ngpu); Quech. = 

puka; Jap. = aka; Kor. = 

bulg-; Lak. = šá; Mand. = 

hóng; Burm. = nì; Thai. = 
daeaeŋ. 

Comparing to words for “man” and “person”: 

“Man” “Person” 

Germ. = *weraz, *gumö; Lat. = vir, homo; Grk. = anër; 

Fin. = mies; Hung. = ferfi; Turk. = er, erkek; Ar. = 

rájul; Heb. = ʔiš; Ojib. = inini; Viet. = trai; Tah. = tāne; 

Mao. = tāne; Sund. = lalaki, pameget; Swa. = 

mwanamume; Zul. = indoda, umlisa; Yuc. = xiib; 

Nahtl. = oquichtli; Hop. = taaqa; Quech. = qhari; Jap. 

= otoko; Kor. = sanai; Lak. = wičháša; Mand. = 

nánrén; Burm. = yauk kya; Thai. = chaay. 

Germ. = *fulkaz, *þeudã; Lat. = humanus, populus, 

vulgus; Grk. = anthröpos, demos; Fin. = ihminen; 

Hung. = ember; Turk. = kişi; Ar. = ʔinsān; Heb. = 

ʔâðâm, ʔənōš; Ojib. = anishinaabe, bemaadizid; Viet. = 

người; Tah. = ta’ata; Mao. = tangata; Sund. = jalmi, 

jelema; Swa. = mtu; Zul. = umuntu; Yuc. = maak; 

Nahtl. = talcatl; Hop. = hopi; Quech. = runa; Jap. = 

hito, ningen; Kor. = saram, nam; Lak. = wičháša 
akáŋtula; Mand. = rén; Burm. = lu; Thai. = khon. 

Interestingly, many of these relations exist within the languages of cultures that should have no 
reason to have these apparent relations.  For example, Thai has words for “yellow” and “black” that 

seem to relate to their words for “man” and “person”  yet Thai people belong to the “Yellow” race 
and so have no good reason to have a relation to the “Black” peoples. 

If true, why?  Maybe, this provides substantive evidence of global interaction and trade of most 

Human cultures deep in the past.  Even if a fraction of the above turns out to be true, such evidence 
still holds if only for a number of ancient cultures. 

These four colours are also widely used by Ancient and indigenous peoples across the globe.  Most 
notably, the Native American “medicine wheel” commonly has these four fundamental colours.  

Some theories have stated that these four colours are meant to relate to the primary colours of the 
Sun and Moon (yellow = Sun, red = Blood Moon, white = Full Moon, and black = New Moon/Eclipse).  



Others theorize that these four colours are the four easiest to make using “primitive” methods of 

pigment-making.  It is possible a bit of both of these is at play, alongside the fact that the four main 
races of Humans also follow this colour scheme. 

The fact that the words for “Human” tend to derive directly from words for “Earth” has its own 

implications.  As stated earlier, soil is dark and so too is the skin of African indigenous peoples; this 
suggests the original Human race was very dark-skinned, which also implies Africa to be Man’s 
most likely original motherland. 

The “Aryan” (Caucasian) race has “other” origins to that of the other races of people, if etymological 

curiosities surrounding the Aryans turns out to be valid.  From Indo-European languages, we see 
words like aryan (Indo-Iranian), ares, argos (Greek), mars, arare (Latin), and earth (English).  From 

other Borean languages, we see al-qahira, ardhu (Arabic), eres’ (Hebrew), and arrano (Basque).  
These words do not all have the same meaning, but have very similar forms; that said, each word’s 
meaning paints an interesting picture that just so happens to jive with more esoteric things. 

Aryan and argos probably have the same root (argos = ‘white’ in Ancient Greek); mars and ares are 

the names given to the same god – God of War – which is the same entity the Arabic name al-qahira 
relates to (interesting that all three words have a fairly similar form); finally, arare, earth, ardhu, 
and eres’ all relate to the same thing – earth (at least, that is its meaning today). 

Basque’s arrano (= ‘eagle’) is an interesting one, should it prove to relate to the words above.  

Without the forth-coming esoteric knowledge, eagle should have no business relating to the colour 
white, a god of war, and the ground/soil.  If accurate, Basque’s arrano plays a similar role that 
Latin’s aquila does – both meaning ‘eagle.’ 

The esoteric proposition is this:  What if white people originated on the planet Mars?  What if the 

reason why Mars is associated with the “God of War” or “the Conqueror” is because white men 
invaded Earth from Mars long ago?  What if the reason why Hitler had the SS searching Tibet for the 

Aryan race’s roots is because that is where the Aryans landed on Earth, and began spreading their 
territory and systems of control from there?  What if the Aryans built the Giza Pyramids, hence why 

the Arabic name for Cairo is al-qahira?  If so, this immediately rewrites everything contemporary 
scholarship has thought occurred in Human History as well as Martian History.  This also means the 
primordial root for earth, arare, and eres’ was meant for the planet Mars, not the Earth. 

How did Early Man make it to Mars?  If the above is correct, then we are looking at a timeline for the 

Aryans where their language probably developed around 50 ka; to allow enough time for dark skin 
to lighten to the light-peachy colour typical of Caucasians, one may propose that the Aryan race 

invaded Earth, presumably because Mars died out as a life-harbouring world, sometime around the 
end of the Last Iceage roughly 10 ka. 

A look into Human physiology on the whole might give us a very helpful hint.  A cursory look at the 
Human skeleton alone, compared to the skeletons of our hominid and hominin ancestors, logically 

requires that more than what is expressed by contemporary evolutionary biologists of Human 
evolution. 

The mainstream theory holds that Humans arose 200 ka, in the heart of Africa.  However, it is 

unlikely that the number of skeletal traits alone, differentiating Humans from other hominids, could 
have arisen in a mere few thousand years.  These skeletal traits are listed below…. 



>Humans possess a prominent forehead, while all hominids and primates have a sloped forehead. 

>Humans possess a chin, while all hominids and primates do not. 

>Humans possess a reduced brow ridge, while this ridge is prominent in all hominids and primates. 

>Humans possess a rounded skull profile, while for all hominids and primates this profile is more 
ellipsoid and ends in an occipital bun. 

>Humans possess a barrel-shaped ribcage, while all hominids and primates have an inverted-funnel 
ribcage. 

>Humans possess very gracile, thinly-enforced bones, while all hominids and primates have far 
more robust (to varying degrees) bones. 

>Humans possess a hyoid-bone placement that is lower-down in the neck, whereas this bone is high 
in the throat for all hominids and primates. 

As we can tell, not only are these trait differences numerous between Humans and their ancestors 
but these skeletal traits are nearly the exact opposite in Humans than they are in their ancestors.  

What could have been responsible for these drastic differences?  Given that all other hominid and 
primate species have evolved in numerous African, and even Eurasiatic, environments over millions 

of years without any drastic changes in overall form (the most drastic being the bipedal locomotion 

distinguishing of hominins from the other primates, but that is only one alteration), what was so 
different about the environment that Humans who evolved out of that resulted in such a 
punctuated, sweeping, alteration of traits? 

Might we have to confess that We Humans were artificially modified by an extraterrestrial, perhaps 
even reptilian, race? 

If so, this would help answer how some Humans made it to Mars:  They were transported there by 
these extraterrestrial beings.  The fact that aquila (= ‘eagle’) derives from PIE *angwis = ‘serpent,’ as 

does Greek angellos (= ‘messenger’; where we get the word “angel”), and with Hebrew seraphim (a 
species of “angel” – appears very-much related to Latin serpens) showing a similar trend, implies 
that least a fair number of our extraterrestrial tinkerers are reptilian-like in their true appearance. 

We Humans might have traits that appear to be the exact opposite to what our ancestors have due 

to this reptilian influence on us sometime 200,000 years ago.  If it is their DNA in us that is 
responsible, then this implies these reptilians also originally arose here on Earth. 

A number of things are globally asserted, in lore, to have been given to us by “the gods”:  Fire, 

writing, farming, and civilization.  As such, these things, even by mainstream standards, appear 

suddenly and fully-formed with no evidence of imperfections leading up to these forms we can 
unearth at archaeological sites – like we see with tool-making (which also is rarely, if ever, 

mentioned in mythology as being given to Man by the gods).  While it is exceedingly difficult to be 
able to confirm this sort of thing with mastery of fire, we can confirm these things for writing, 

farming, and civilization – but, we do not.  It may be that the evidence to prove a natural acquisition 
of these things either has yet to be found or was destroyed by people sometime in the past, or it 

could be that specific, extraterrestrial beings provided these things, fully-developed, to our early 
ancestors.  Maybe, Time will tell. 



The “Inconvenient History” of the Ancients will be discussed within THE CODE:  REVISITED….  

 An Inconvenient Future. 

What does our future have to hold for us?  A proper interpretation of the Revelation, along with 

what is known of worldly events in recent years (and what is likely to come), reveals a potential 
future a millennium in length and contains tribulations as well as prosperity. 

 The Four Horsemen: 

Mainstream minds have the following interpretation of the infamous Four Horsemen:  The First 

Horseman is called the “Victory Horseman,” and his purpose is deemed very uncertain.  The Second 
Horseman is called the “War Horseman,” and nowadays he is associated with WWIII.  The Third 

Horseman is called the “Pestilence Horseman,” and his purpose is associated with global pandemic, 
famine and hunger, and widespread poverty.  And, the Fourth Horseman is called the “Death 

Horseman” and his purpose is to kill a large fraction of Humans.  These Four Horsemen are 
generally thought of as yet to appear, but very soon to appear. 

However, simply reading the (KJV) Bible’s words as-is, with careful attention to metaphor, easily 
reveals the truth of this matter…. 

>>Rev. 6:2 -- And I saw, and behold a white horse: and he that sat on him had a bow; and a crown 
was given unto him: and he went forth conquering, and to conquer. 

Forget the description of appearance of the Horsemen, as all of it is symbolic, and focus solely on his 

stated purpose.  The First Horseman is slated to “(go) forth conquering, and to conquer.”  To 
conquer is to seize by force another soveriegn nation, thereby eliminating that nation’s sovereignty.  

Thus, the First Horseman is an entity meant to destroy national sovereignty on a global scale.  What 
entities exist whose purpose is congruent with this? 

Today, national sovereignty is being usurped via a System of multi-national control and subjugation 
initially perfected by the Romans during the Roman Empire era.  Given that the Revelation was 

slated to get underway shortly after its completion, it makes sense that the Roman Empire was the 
First Horseman. 

>>Rev. 6:4 -- And there went out another horse that was red: and power was given to him that sat 

thereon to take peace from the earth, and that they should kill one another: and there was given 
unto him a great sword. 

While war does “take peace from the earth,” it is not the only means of doing so.  “Divide and 
Conquer” tactics, used by the Powers That Be, also accomplish this means – and, it can occur even in 
peacetime years.  What, then, would best fit this particular purpose? 

Historically, the entity that has most effectively accomplished such a purpose has been the Catholic 

Church.  From the Crusades, to the Inquisition, to religious wars against religious faiths that are not 
Catholic, to genocides committed upon indigenous populations merely because they are not 

Christian, the Catholic Church also appeared out of the fall of the Roman Empire and so may be the 
most likely candidate for the Second Horseman. 

>>Rev. 6:6 -- And I heard a voice in the midst of the four beasts say, A measure of wheat for a penny, 
and three measures of barley for a penny; and see thou hurt not the oil and the wine. 



“A measure of wheat for a penny, and three measures of barley for a penny” is not very explicit, in 

terms of the Third Horseman’s purpose, but a straight-forward look at this quote implies a 
hyperinflationary economy scenario on a massive scale.  Basically, the money that people have used 

to buy basic commodities suddenly decreases substantially in value; a great example of this is the 
value of the British Pound over the centuries, where 10 Pounds was a working-class adult’s yearly 

wage during the Industrial Revolution but now 10 Pounds is only enough for a cheap meal or a 
glass of alcohol. 

The Knights Templar were first to establish the banking system that we are still using today, and a 
cursory glance at today’s Western economies, a fault of modern-day central banks, suggests the 

present-day descendents of the Knights Templar organization (the Rothschilds, Rockefellers, 
Freemasons, Illuminati, etc.) in total comprise the Third Horseman. 

Before I move on, I would like to briefly point out the mention of “(not hurting) the oil and the 

wine.”  Metaphorically, “oil” can mean any kind of oily substance, including olive oil (the “original” 

oil), ointments, and petroleum; “wine,” similarly, is an alcohol that addles the mind, slowly poisons 
over time, and so this word may apply equally to beer, liqueurs, and opioids as it does to 

(originally) wine.  I highlighted petroleum and opioids as these two substances are, together, almost 
wholly responsible for maintaining the value of the US Dollar today; without these two things, the 
Dollar would have collapsed already. 

>>Rev. 6:8 -- And I looked, and behold a pale horse: and his name that sat on him was Death, and 

Hell followed with him. And power was given unto them over the fourth part of the earth, to kill 
with sword, and with hunger, and with death, and with the beasts of the earth. 

This Final Horseman is, compared to the prior three, pretty easy to comprehend, in terms of his 

purpose on Earth.  He is simply supposed to kill off ¼ of the entire Human population that exists at 
the time he is “released.”  The Military Industrial Complex (MIC) is the most logical choice, here, for 

assuming the position of Fourth Horseman on Earth; no other entity in recent history has ever been 
able to so effectively dole out death on such massive scales as this particular one. 

So, aside from the Fourth contemporary scholars have completely missed the true purpose of the 
Horsemen – in some cases, spectacularly.  The First Horseman’s purpose is easily obtained so long 

as one merely reads straight-forwardly the relevant KJV passage, the Second Horseman’s primary 
purpose is not strictly war but instead in divide-and-conquer tactics, and the Third Horseman in 

fact has absolutely zero to do with famine, pandemics, or the like.  Also, proper interpretation of the 

Four Horsemen has revealed that they have already been loosed onto the World and are in fact 
nearly done their respective works. 

The First Horseman’s work will be completed when the One-World Government, Army, and Bank 

are established and in full force.  The Second Horseman’s work will be completed when worldwide 
conflicts over race, gender, religion, ethnicity, etc., reach a climax and serves as the catalyst for the 

establishment of the One-World Government, Army, and Bank.  The Third Horseman’s work will be 

completed when the US Dollar collapses, which will not occur until most people are enslaved to the 
Dollar (via massive levels of personal debt), which should coax the worldwide conflicts over race, 

gender, religion, ethnicity, etc., to reach a climax.  The Fourth Horseman’s work will be completed 
when the MIC achieves its goal of endless, global war via the War on Terror, WWIII, and a global 
pandemic, all of which will encourage most people to indebt themselves to the Dollar. 



Note that I have the Four Horsemen ending their works in reverse-order to the order in which they 

appear.  This is the format that was implied to me via what has been revealed so far about the 
Globalists and Their plans for a “Brave New World,” by people such as David Icke and Jordan 
Maxwell.  This format was what appeared to make the most sense to me, given that information. 

The Four Horsemen each comprise a “seal” on a special document held by God.  The Fifth Seal 
corresponds to a “lull” in the calamities comprising the Revelation. 

The Sixth Seal lets loose a number of calamities, each of which can properly be interpreted to 
represent a natural phenomenon – albeit, in most cases, these phenomena are probably going to be 

orchestrated by whichever race(s) of beings will be responsible for carrying out the events in the 
Revelation. 

>>Rev. 6:12 -- And I beheld when he had opened the sixth seal, and, lo, there was a great 
earthquake; and the sun became black as sackcloth of hair, and the moon became as blood; 

>>Rev. 6:13 -- And the stars of heaven fell unto the earth, even as a fig tree casteth her untimely figs, 
when she is shaken of a mighty wind. 

>>Rev. 6:14 -- And the heaven departed as a scroll when it is rolled together; and every mountain 
and island were moved out of their places. 

>>Rev. 6:15 -- And the kings of the earth, and the great men, and the rich men, and the chief 
captains, and the mighty men, and every bondman, and every free man, hid themselves in the dens 
and in the rocks of the mountains; 

Thus, we will know that Sixth Seal has been “broken” when the Sun goes dark and the Moon 

appears as blood-red.  These phenomena are akin to a volcanic, or even nuclear, winter; the 
aftermath of the completion of the works of the Four Horsemen, or a major eruption from 
Yellowstone caldera, are the most likely candidates for this event. 

Whenever mention of “stars falling to earth” is made, think instead “meteor shower.”  In this case, 

the “meteors” might instead come in the form of volcanic bombs produced from a Yellowstone 
eruption. 

Rev. 6:14 describes a cataclysmic occurrence that has also been prophesied by other soothsayers in 

History, including the Roman oracles, Hopi shamans, and the Welsh “Merlins” – as well as more 

modern “prophets” like Edgar Cayce.  This event is sometimes called a “Crustal Slip” or “Pole Shift,” 
and it involves the very lithosphere of the Earth shifting such that Earth’s entire surface appears to 

move.  Geologic activity should increase exponentially while this phenomenon takes place, which 
helps explain a number of calamitous events that occur within a very short time from this event. 

Rev. 6:15 tells that the Powers That Be will, at around this time, disappear into their “DUMBs” 
(Deep Underground Military Bases), in the hope of escaping the calamitous events to come. 

But, what immediately follows this is another lull in events; during this time, 144,000 Jews will be 

“marked” for a later “Rapture.”  Misguided Christians tend to believe all “good” Christians will be 
raptured – and prior to the calamities of the Revelation.  But, the actual fact is that only 12,000 of 

the “purest” descendents of the original 12 Tribes of Israel (NOT the modern nation of “Israel”!) will 
be chosen for Rapture; the Rapture itself will occur well into the Seventh Seal, though they will not 
be harmed by the coming calamities. 



The Seventh Seal unleashes more calamities than the prior six Seals combined, perhaps many times 
over. 

The first series of tribulations are the seven trumpet-wielding “angels”: 

>>Rev. 8:7 -- The first angel sounded, and there followed hail and fire mingled with blood, and they 
were cast upon the earth: and the third part of trees was burnt up, and all green grass was burnt up. 

What is described above is a “meteor shower on steroids,” a phenomenon that normally occurs 
shortly before the incoming impact of a large asteroid. 

>>Rev. 8:8 -- And the second angel sounded, and as it were a great mountain burning with fire was 
cast into the sea: and the third part of the sea became blood; 

This is the actual asteroid in question.  This object probably is not comparable in size to the asteroid 

that created Chicxulub, but certainly it is larger than a mile in size.  It will strike an ocean, and that 
ocean will turn red from the heat of the impact and oxygen-stealing chemical reactions that follow. 

>>Rev. 8:10 -- And the third angel sounded, and there fell a great star from heaven, burning as it 
were a lamp, and it fell upon the third part of the rivers, and upon the fountains of waters; 

This “star” is, likely, a comet, and this comet is given the name “Wormwood.”  This comet strikes the 
land (probably Asia), and turns rivers foul from the heat and ejecta from the impact. 

>>Rev. 8:12 -- And the fourth angel sounded, and the third part of the sun was smitten, and the 

third part of the moon, and the third part of the stars; so as the third part of them was darkened, 
and the day shone not for a third part of it, and the night likewise. 

What is described here is a natural consequence of all the particulate matter thrown up by these 
two impact events.  Such a consequence is sometimes referred to as an “impact winter.”  

>>Rev. 9:1 -- And the fifth angel sounded, and I saw a star fall from heaven unto the earth: and to 
him was given the key of the bottomless pit. 

Now, we start getting into actual alien invasion-type stuff….  This “star” is an extraterrestrial craft 

referred to in Revelation as “Abaddon” – or “Apollyon.”  What is described in this chapter is 
intriguing, and seems to suggest this craft will bore into the crust of the Earth somewhere.  What 

this craft releases upon the Earth is written as being an “army of locusts” – very odd-looking 
locusts, though; however, in reality these “locusts” will more likely be some kind of human-sized, 

autonomous “mecha” – if you will.  Many millions are expected to be released, and for five months 
they will “sting” anyone not of the 144,000 and cause their victims five months of searing pain – and 

immortality, apparently (Rev. 9:6 -- And in those days shall men seek death, and shall not find it; 
and shall desire to die, and death shall flee from them). 

Rev. 9:13-14 -- And the sixth angel sounded, and I heard a voice from the four horns of the golden 
altar which is before God, Saying to the sixth angel which had the trumpet, Loose the four angels 
which are bound in the great river Euphrates. 

More extraterrestrial craft….  These four “Euphratean Angels” – as I will call them – are in fact four 

motherships.  They are set to rise from the Euphrates after the locusts are done, and will then 
“prepare” for 1 year, 1 month, 1 day, and 1 hour (basically, they will just hover there still for this 

length of time).  Then, “two hundred thousand thousand (200,000,000) … horsemen (fighter-craft)” 



will be loosed and kill off a further 1/3 of Humanity alive at that point in time – again, the 144,000 
will not be touched. 

Rev. ch’s 10-11 describe a period of time between the sixth and seventh “angels”  wherein the 
prophets of yore will, one last time, prophesy to the World.  This time, they will do so continuously 

for 1,260 days during which time no rain will fall worldwide, oceans will turn blood-red, and 
pandemic-level plagues will result, and those who try killing the prophets will be burnt alive.  

Translating this allegory into reality, we may expect to see a number of cyborg-like beings, that look 

indistinguishably human, walking about while other advanced tech, largely unbeknownst to us, 
alters the weather and oceans and creates devastating illnesses during the 1,260 days. 

At the close of the 1,260 days, these “prophets” will then wage war against Abaddon in a region 

noted in this chapter as “spiritually” being “Sodom and Egypt.”  Here, Abaddon will wipe out these 
prophets and their bodies will be left where they lay for 3.5 days. 

Sodom was one of the two sinful cities struck down by God in Ancient times, whereas Egypt is 
generally known for its prosperity despite its location (thanks to the Nile).  The use of “spiritually” 

in reference to these two locations is intriguing; it implies locations that are not the physical 
locations of these two areas; instead, we should look for an area on Earth, today, where the 

practises of their Ancient countparts is undertaken.  A potential match in modern times is, 
interestingly enough, the State of Israel.  Israel is surprisingly prosperous despite its location, 

thanks to the Powers That Be who rule from that State, and the practises of the Zionists in general, 
and in Israel in particular, is, needless to say, appalling. 

At any rate, the conclusion of this battle sees the Rapture itself taking place.  The prophets return to 
“life,” and, presumably, the 144,000 will be whisked up to Heaven with them. 

After this, the final angel sounds its trumpet…. 

This final angel beckons forth a plethora of happenings, starting with a pregnant woman described 
very symbolically. 

Rev. 12:1-2 -- And there appeared a great wonder in heaven; a woman clothed with the sun, and the 
moon under her feet, and upon her head a crown of twelve stars:  And she being with child cried, 
travailing in birth, and pained to be delivered. 

This “woman” is well-known in esoteric spheres – whom I shall call the “Virgin Mother.”  In Egypt, 
she was Isis, in Sumer she was Ishtar, in Babylon she was Samiramis, and in the Abrahamic faiths 
she was Mary mother of Jesus. 

 



This woman is also the inspiration for the Statue of Liberty, and is a goddess worshipped by the 

Powers That Be today (she is probably one reason why so many of their systems and institutions 
have feminine words attached to them). 

This woman is chased by the “dragon” known as “Satan,” who wants to eat her child – once she 

gives birth.  She does give birth, and the male infant is immediately whisked up to Heaven by God.  
This entity, commonly called “Satan,” is another deity dating well back into antiquity; this entity is 

whom I shall call the “Jealous Brother.”  Congruent gods include Set from Egypt, Hades from Greece, 
and Ba’al from Phoenicia. 

While much of Rev. 12 is a recount of past events, near the end of this chapter is talk of a flood 
created by Satan in order to try to drown the Virgin Mother; but, this flood will be “swallowed up” 
by the Earth.  Might this have been the “mud flood” Max Igan has spoken about? 

Rev. 13 reveals the so-called “False Prophet” and the “Antichrist.”  While these two beings are never 

explicitly identified as such in the Bible, it is widely considered that the Antichrist is the beast 
bearing the mark “666” on his forehead.  This “Mark of the Beast” is to be applied to all Humans on 
Earth, else those Humans will not be able to acquire food, water, shelter, etc. 

The number 666 is explicitly stated as being “the number of a man.”  Specifically, this number 

implies sin and willful ignorance; thus, the “Beast” bearing this number will be someone, or an 
organization, who is meant to lead all the Humans who have taken to sin and willful ignorance.  The 

“False Prophet,” on the other hand, is someone, or an organization, meant to bring all Humans into 
that state of sin and willful ignorance.  These two entities, in reality, are already out and about, and 
doing their work here on Earth; but, the climax of their work will occur after the Pole Shift. 

Rev. 14 speaks of the “second coming” of Jesus – more accurately, a deity I shall call the “Bearded 

White God” (equally, the “Son of the Sun”) – and of “Babylon” (particularly, the so-called “Whore of 
Babylon”).  The Raptured 144,000 are here told to be warriors of good who will fight alongside 
Jesus. 

Rev. 14 also speaks of a “reaping of the earth,” accomplished by two sickle-wielding “angels.”  The 
terminology used includes words like “harvest,” and appears directed towards such things as wine 

grapes and food crops, but assuming a metaphorical context for these passages likely means we are 

looking at extraterrestrials resembling Grim Reapers going about seizing massive tracts of land and 
sea – taking large swathes of forests, farmland, human resources, and ocean-dwelling creatures 
from the Earth.  A very similar concept is alluded to in the movie “Jupiter Ascending.” 

Rev. 15 sees seven more angels, each bearing a specific calamity.  The first angel produces a 
pandemic of terrible sores, that afflicts only those marked by the Beast.  The second angel produces, 

I presume, a massive bloom of red algae in the World’s oceans thus causing most sea life to die.  The 

third angel produces a similar bloom, but in Earth’s fresh-water sources.  The fourth angel causes 
the Sun to become flare-like, thereby bathing the Earth in excessive radiation and heat.  The fifth 

angel curses Satan and his army.  The sixth angel dries up the Euphrates river, which forces Asiatic 
“kings” (national leaders, particularly those of India, China, and the Siamese nations) to “prepare” 

for what is to come.  Satan, the False Prophet, and the Antichrist then produce a large number of 
Dark spirits to fight alongside them in the forth-coming battle at “Armageddon” (in Hebrew, Har 

Meggido; the name of a plot of land in the north of Israel).  Finally, the seventh angel strikes Babylon 
with calamities resulting in this city being divided into three before ultimately falling into ruin. 



“Babylon,” here, does not necessarily relate to the ancient city-state itself, though it does indeed 

refer to the systems and bloodlines that ultimately originated from this city-state.  Today, “Babylon” 
exists in the form of the Powers That Be, Their System of control, and Their “Empire of the City” 

(which comprises of three separate city-states – aptly).  Expect all this, thus, to fall into ruin during 
the time of this seventh “angel.” 

Rev. 17 talks in detail about the Whore of Babylon – a metaphor for the Powers That Be, I presume.  
Like she, They sit on “many waters.” 

More importantly, though, we are told explicitly that the appearance of the “beast” she is sitting on 

– Satan – is, surprise-no surprise, nothing but pure symbolism.  We are told that the Beast’s seven 
heads are, in fact, seven mountains that the woman “sits on.”  I presume these seven “mountains” 

are the seven hills of Rome, one of the cities that faithfully carried on Babylon’s systems – the only 
city that was doing so at the time Revelation was written.  We are then told about seven kings, five 

of whom, at the time of Revelation’s completion, had already come and gone; the sixth “king” 

(presumably a Roman Emperor) was in power at this time, and the seventh was a “king” that was 
yet to come into power – and when he does, he will only reign for a brief period.  We are then told 

that the Beast himself is the “eighth king” – as well as being the seventh king.  This may suggest that 
Nero was the seventh king.  Next, there are the ten horns that symbolize ten different kings; these 

kings are told to be ruling during a time in our near future, just prior to the battle at Armageddon.  
These kings will serve the Beast, which suggests we are looking at ten of the World’s most powerful 

nations at this particular time.  Presently, the ten most powerful nations are:  United States, Russia, 
China, United Kingdom, Germany, France, Japan, Israel, Saudi Arabia, and United Arab Emirates.  

Finally, the “waters” symbolize the masses – We The People.  Babylon, the Powers That Be, thus 
preside over Us – or, at least, They believe so. 

Eventually, “Babylon” does fall completely.  Then, sometime afterward, the battle at Armageddon 
takes place.  Jesus and his army defeats Satan and his army, and at that Satan and his army are 
locked away for a thousand years. 

After a thousand years, Satan and his army will be released upon the Earth one last time.  After they 

try again to lead Humans astray, a “Final Battle” occurs and Jesus and his army defeats Satan and 
his army for good.  Finally, Satan and his army are locked away again – this time for the rest of 

eternity – and the remainder of living things on Earth, including Humans, will be judged by God.  
Those whose names “are not found within the Book of Life” will also be locked away with Satan 

forever.  Those whose names are found there will be able to reside on Earth much as they originally 
were able to in the time of the Garden of Eden. 

Revelation concludes saying God and his Home will come down to Earth during this time, establish 
“New Jerusalem,” and thereby rule Earth forever more from there. 

Can we assume such an ultimate outcome is a desirable one?   I presume not, in actual fact.  

Nowhere in the Revelation is there any mention that We The People will have a say in Our future 

here on Earth; it all has been decided for Us, and We are supposed to accept the ultimate outcome 
as being the most desirable one for Us. 

If enough of Us can realize what it Truly means to be free, and realize the True identities of these 

beings bringing about this Revelation, then We may be able to fight, amid these cataclysms, to 
assure a future for Us all – one where We decide what outcome is desirable for Us. 



 The Gnostics’ Inconvenient History. 

The find at Nag Hammadi, Egypt, gave modern scholars a glimpse into the mindset of an ancient 

group of esoteric wisemen known as the “Gnostics.”  While their “religious” beliefs are largely 
congruent with the mythologies of contemporary ancient faiths, their means of describing and 

explaining the way they saw the World around them is unique in that it helps answer a lot of 
mysteries involving the Nature of Reality and how other ancient peoples saw these things. 

These people, who wrote the Nag Hammadi texts, were Christians in most every sense, so much of 
the Nag Hammadi texts are of their specific Christian beliefs.  However, there are still a couple 

books in the Nag Hammadi collection that pertain to their more antique beliefs – these are what I 
will focus on here. 

In ‘On the Origin ọf the Wọrld’, an origin of Reality is portrayed that differs from most familiar myths 
concerning the origins of “everything that is.”  It begins by logically considering that something had 

to have existed “before the beginning,” saying that “chaos” came from “darkness,” which in turn 
came from an even earlier something that existed at the beginning (told later to be an absolute 

“light”); because this “light” was brought into being at the beginning, it necessarily implies 
something even more antique existed prior to this “beginning” in order to give rise to this 
beginning.  The texts passingly refer to this “first” entity as the “Infinite One.” 

It speaks of an entity called Pistis Sophia (= ‘incorruptible intelligence’), who is described as an 

entity among a host of deity-class entities but who held a desire that she could bring something into 
being congruent to the light that the Infinite One brought into being.  Her wish is granted, and she 

takes on a form of divine beauty and power; because of this she becomes the first in a new line of 
divinities, that are fundamentally different from the ones that came before her. 

These newer beings, starting with Pistis, are said to have been borne in the darkness that surrounds 
the realm of the light.  This realm of darkness is the Universe we currently live in, while the realm of 

light is the high-vibrational dimension inhabited by the purest of beings – usually, so-called 
Guardian Angels and similar beings.  So, from the realm of light came our Universe and Pistis is the 
highest arbiter of our Universe.  The “Forces of Darkness” are her offspring. 

First of these beings Pistis created was Yaldabaoth, an androgynous entity who was first to express 

such feelings as envy and wrath – envy over the one that holds more power than he (Pistis), and 
wrath towards her because he can never be her.  He is the very manifestation of the phrase, “in the 

Beginning, there was the Word.”  Pistis calls out to him, in his episode of infantile fear, to try to 
comfort him, and in doing so utters the very first words ever to be spoken:  “Youth, pass over here” 
(the literal meaning of ‘Yaldabaoth’).  Thus, the Word itself is Yaldabaoth (NOT the Bible!). 

Three sons were the first offspring of Yaldabaoth, and like him they are androgynous with male and 

female names (names derived from their first utterances, similar to how their parent was named).  
Yao, Eloai, and Astaphaios are their (masculine) names, according to this “process.”  He also creates 

the “heavens” and the “earth” – meaning that Yahweh, of the Old Testament, is indeed Yaldabaoth 
(the other “Elohim” mentioned in Genesis alongside must be his “sons,” then).  In all, he and six 

“sons” were sired where each has rulership over one of seven “Heavens of Chaos”:  Yao (female 
name = ‘lordship’), Sabaoth (female name = ‘divinity’), Adonai (the individual named “Adonai 

(Elohim)” in certain iterations of the Bible; female name = ‘kingship’), Eloai (female name = ‘envy’; 
might he be the father of the Elohim?), Orai (female name = ‘wealth’), and Astaphaios (female name 



= ‘intelligence’).  Finally, Yaldabaoth’s own female name is ‘forethought’ (also given as Sambathas) – 

this then means he is probably the same entity as Prometheus (= ‘forethought’ in Greek).  Note that 
the masculine names are based on language, while their feminine names are all based on sins “of 

the flesh.”  This is probably where the Ancient concept of sins being feminine ultimately came from.  
Each of Yaldabaoth’s seven sons inherit one of seven “sins” in their female names, thus linking the 
more infamous latter (that is, the “Seven Deadly Sins”) to the more occult former. 

Yaldabaoth is also intimately linked to the Arabic concept of ‘Abra Kadabra’ – “I create as I speak.”  

In the Bible, when it mentions “…said,__; and there was__,” this is directly linked to this special 
ability held by Yaldabaoth.  Whenever he creates something (from “nothing”), he does so by 
speaking it into being. 

The first six Heavens of Chaos were created smoothly and without problem, but when it came to the 
creation of Astaphaios’ Heaven Astaphaios himself corrupted his Heaven with his sins – because, it 

is said, he was weakest and least among his siblings.  This Heaven must be the Subverse our Earth 

belongs to….  Pistis promptly locks him away within a realm called Tartaros (Ancient Greek “Hell”), 
thereby identifying Astaphaios as the “Satan,” “Hades,” and “Loki” of lore. 

Yaldabaoth is then confirmed to be the “jealous, vengeful” God of modern Christians’ worship.  He is 

described as endlessly boastful, saying that “there is no other god but me” (among other things).  
Pistis calls him ‘Samael’ (= “blind god” in Ancient Hebrew), and proceeds to warn him that an 

immortal human will appear who will have the power to effortlessly subdue Yaldabaoth 

permanently so.  We also receive a passing implication that it was Yaldabaoth who created Humans 
out of clay – which jives with Ancient lore stating similarly, like Prometheus making Man from clay 

(Zeus breathing life into his clay figures) in Ancient Greek myth.  Sabaoth hears this, and turns away 
from Yaldabaoth and everything he is and has to worship Pistis instead; she rewards him by 

granting him superb powers, and one of her daughters (‘Zoe,’ = “Life (in the sense of feeling “alive” 
in life, instead of “not having lived” one’s own life)” in Ancient Greek); he also ends up making his 

own “heaven” that is seven times more spectacular than the one Yaldabaoth made for him.   
Sabaoth’s “throne,” adorned by four Cherubim, has four sides where each side has eight “faces” 

(each face takes on one of four forms:  a lion, a bull, a man, and an eagle – sound familiar?).  4 x 4 x 8 

= 64; finally, Sabaoth and seven archangels give a grand total of 72 – the origin of the “72 names of 
God.”  So, it was Sabaoth that Mark Rodin was inspired by to formulate his “Vortex Math” theories. 

The remainder of ‘On the Origin ọf the Wọrld’ goes into the creation of Humanity, noting that 

Yaldabaoth initially created Man as a soulless entity for forty days – Zoe breathes life into Man on 
the fortieth day.  There is mention of the two (NOT one) divine trees in the Garden of Eden, one of 
which being the “Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil” detailed in the Bible. 

In ‘Hypọstasis ọf the Archọns’ (‘Reality of the Rulers’), Yaldabaoth is implicitly linked as being the so-

called “Demiurge” – ruler of the Archons (presumably, his children and his childrens’ children).  We 
are also told of the two realms again – this time, the realm of light is called the “invisible world 

above” and the realm of darkness is called the “visible world below.”   The visible realm is said as 
having been “invented” as a mirror-image of the invisible realm. 

The Archons are described as being “powerless” to recreate “the image of the god they saw in the 
water.”  Thus, when they went about creating Man, they could give Man a soul but no spirit – as a 

result, Man lay “on the ground” unable to become fully conscious.  It is from these passages, within 



‘Hypọstasis ọf the Archọns’, that David Icke’s research regarding the Archons and the virtual-reality 
nature of Our Reality apparently stems. 

Eventually, spirits, from the invisible realm, descended and inhabited Man making Man alive; the 
spirits called Man “Adam,” because Man was found “on the ground.”  This gives good credence to 
the fact that words for Man inevitably, directly derive from words for Earth in language. 

In all, the Nag Hammadi codices are important materials that help illuminate related passages in the 

Bible that have, over the ages, become over-simplified and thus have lost their true meanings.  For 
example, the Gnostics speak of the “water” that exists within the visible realm within which an 

“image” of a “god” appears – presumably projected from the invisible realm – that the Archons “see” 
and thus became the inspiration for their creation of a “Man” in “their image” and after this image’s 

“likeness.”  That image of god is the “spirit” that moves about “over the face of the deep” in Genesis.  
While this water was used to help make the Earth, it is not water in the physical sense; it is a 

metaphorical allusion, possibly referring to a so-called “Ether” that propagates Electric and Gravitic 
fields and their mediators (photons). 

In other words:  An omniscient being, Pistis Sophia, created a virtual reality that was made in the 
image of the purely energetic realm she originally hailed from.  This simulation is our Universe, 

which she is the omnipotent arbiter over.  The most powerful being trapped within our Universe is 
the Demiurge, who is forever envious of, and wanting to become, Pistis Sophia, from whom the 

Archons were birthed.  These beings have a soul, which is the simulated counterpart to the spirit 

that exists in the energetic realm, but lack this spirit.  As a result, these beings cannot create True 
life – only those with a spirit, from the energetic realm, can do that.  The Archons (Annunaki, to the 

Sumerians), at some point, saw a perfectly-formed humanoid being projected upon the Ether of our 
Universe, however momentarily, but regardless they were forever enamoured by the image and are 

thus forever yearning to recreate that image for themselves.  It is ultimately from this image that 
We Humans were created.  Man was made from the soil of the Earth by the Demiurge and his 

Archons, but it was Zoe who actually made Man Human (by giving Man spirit).  Man was 
subsequently tinkered with by various Archons until the Human form we know today arose. 

A fair portion of the above is quite too eerily congruent with many current scientific 
understandings to be mere coincidence, is it not?  Surely, the Ancients came upon this knowledge 
due to real, flesh-and-blood, extraterrestrial beings…. 
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